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Abstract. The plasma control system (PCS) of a long-pulse tokamaks must

be able to handle multiple control tasks simultaneously, and must be capable

of robust event handling with a limited set of actuators. For ITER, this is

particularly challenging given the large number of actuator-conflicting control

requirements. In this work, a general PCS architecture is developed using a so-

called task-based approach to deal with these issues. In this approach, a plasma

supervisor and actuator manager make high-level decisions on how to handle the

considered control tasks, using generic actuator resources and controllers. This

simplifies the interface for operators and physicists since the generic control tasks

(instead of controllers) can be directly defined from the general physics goals.

The task-based approach also allows one to decompose the PCS into an interface

layer (tokamak-dependent layer) and a task layer (tokamak-agnostic layer). The

developed scheme is first implemented and tested on TCV for simultaneous β

control, neoclassical tearing mode (NTM) control, central co-current drive, and

H-mode control tasks. It is then applied to an ITER test scenario to prove its

flexibility and applicability to systematically handle a large number of tasks and

actuators.

Keywords: plasma control system, actuator management, plasma integrated

control

1. Introduction

In order to fulfil the global physics goals in complex experiments on long-pulse

tokamaks, a plasma control system (PCS) should aim to simultaneously reach multiple

control objectives (control tasks) using a limited set of actuators [1]. It must solve

the possibly conflicting requests of multiple control tasks and actuator sharing issues

during normal operation. At the same time, undesired plasma events or hardware

failures can suddenly occur and deteriorate the plasma as well as possibly damage

the plasma facing components; for example a neoclassical tearing mode (NTM) that

evolves into a locked mode can lead to a disruption, thus the PCS has to predict/detect

these events and adapt its control solution to the new situation.
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A combination of a supervisory controller and actuator manager have been

proposed as a solution in the PCS design to manage various controllers and actuator

sharing based on plasma and plant events [2, 3]. The plasma monitor and supervisory

controller takes high-level control decisions on how to continue the discharge based on

the observed state of the plasma. Then, the actuator manager determines the resource

allocation for each controller and translates controller outputs to commands for the

actuator control system. Some designs of PCS architecture have been proposed for

AUG [4], DIII-D and KSTAR [5], WEST [6] and ITER [7].

The work in [2, 8] provides first examples of actuator manager for ASDEX-

Upgrade, using Electron Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) system for NTM

control. While this shows an excellent first demonstration of actuator management

(AM) for this application, most of the decision for activating and prioritizing various

NTM tasks is made by the NTM controller. When multiple control tasks and

not only NTM control are to be considered, or multiple different actuators are to

be managed, it would be beneficial to have strictly separate controllers, plasma

monitoring pervision, and actuator management. On the other hand, [5] focuses

on a supervisory logic capable of real-time off-normal event handling on DIII-D

and KSTAR. In these examples, actuator management is done by direct selection

of actuators via prioritization. A more optimal solution would require a more

complex actuator assignment scheme as is proposed in this paper. In [3], a synthesis

of possible architectures for integrated control and actuator sharing is presented,

as well as a design of an efficient algorithm. It is argued that the choice of an

appropriate PCS architecture depends on the scale and complexity of the tokamak

actuator and diagnostics subsystems; for instance a pre-controller actuator manager

(assigning resources before determining the controller requests) is recommended for

tokamaks with a small number of actuators, and the post-controller actuator manager

(assigning resources with knowledge of controller requests) for the tokamaks with

complex actuator systems. The present work provides an extension and complete

implementation of many of the ideas presented in [3], in particular demonstrating the
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first complete implementation of supervisory controller and actuator manager as well

as experimental results on TCV.

In this work, we propose a generic PCS architecture which is capable of handling

multiple control tasks in the same discharge within the limit of available actuators and

of being easily adapted to every tokamak regardless of the complexity of the tokamak

subsystems. The first contribution of this work is to define a task-based approach where

a supervisory controller and an actuator manager handle control tasks using generic

controllers and actuator resources. In a controller-based approach, the controllers can

make high-level decisions on which control tasks to execute and which actuators to use.

On the contrary, in the task-based approach, such high-level decisions are made by

the supervisory controller and the actuator manager in order to resolve the controller

conflict and actuator sharing issues, as well as to robustly handle abnormal plasma

events. The task-based approach has several advantages:

• It provides an abstraction layer for operators or the physicists as they only need

to specify the control tasks from physics goals (or pulse schedule), which are

generic and similar among different tokamaks, regardless of the details of the

relevant controllers and actuators. This greatly facilitates the interaction between

operation and plasma control system software.

• It allows a separation of the components of the PCS into two layers: a tokamak-

agnostic layer and an interface layer. The tokamak-agnostic layer can be

easily adapted to other tokamaks irrespective of the complexity of the tokamak

subsystems (diagnostics/actuators), while only the interface layer should be

adapted for each tokamak.

• The fact that high-level decisions that depend on the plasma and actuator states

are taken away from controllers makes it possible to design controllers in a more

generic way, independent of the tokamak or the scenario specific properties.

• The task-based approach provides a natural way to prioritize the task execution

order, which leads to clearly distinguished parallel and sequential tasks. Parallel

tasks can be performed without being aware of the resource requests of the other
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tasks, while sequential tasks depend on the resource requests of the other tasks.

The second contribution of this work is to propose a standardization of interfaces

between the components in the tokamak-agnostic layer, including the supervisory

controller, actuator manager and controllers. More precisely, the actuator manager

and controller interfaces will be highlighted in the following while the supervisory

controller is studied in detail in [9]. The standardized interfaces help to reduce

implementation errors and improve maintainability, while granting the flexibility to

add or remove controllers. Also, these standardized interfaces allow independent

development and testing of each component of the tokamak-agnostic layer.

In Sec. 2, we first introduce the proposed architecture of the PCS for integrated

control with the tokamak-agnostic layer and the interface layer. Then the task-based

approach and each component in the tokamak-agnostic layer, including the supervisory

controller, actuator manager and controllers are discussed in Sec. 2.1 and 2.2. The

standardized interfaces between them are also presented in Sec. 2.2, and more details

can be found in Appendix A. To clarify the idea of a task-based integrated control

scheme, we analyze a concrete example in Sec. 2.3. The proposed solution is validated

in simulation and implemented on TCV [10]. First experimental results are shown

in Sec. 3, where integrated control of β, NTM and central heating and co-current

drive are demonstrated. An application to a demonstration ITER scenario, studied

in Sec. 4, confirms its applicability and flexibility to systematically handle a large

number of tasks and actuators.

2. Generalized plasma control system structure

In this section, the proposed architecture of our generic PCS is presented. Fig. 1 shows

the overview of this architecture comprising the tokamak system, the PCS and the user

interface. The user interface allows the tokamak operator to configure the parameters

of the PCS from the pulse schedule. The PCS is split into two layers: the tokamak-

agnostic layer and the interface layer, using a task-based approach (2.1). The interface

layer has to be designed for each tokamak but the structure may remain the same as
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proposed in this work (Fig. 1). It is composed of an actuator interface which converts

the controller commands into the input signals for local actuator controller and generic

plasma and actuator state reconstruction which provides real-time information on

the plasma state, actuator states and limits, by merging information from multiple

plasma diagnostics and local actuator control systems. This state reconstruction may

include sophisticated algorithms suchas equilibrium reconstruction, profile estimation,

ray tracing, etc. The output of the state reconstruction is a representation, in a

generic form, of the overall state of the plasma and the key tokamak subsystems. This

representation should not depend on the details of the diagnostics used to estimate

the plasma state. One example of such a generic state reconstruction code is the

RAPTOR-observer [11, 12] which is presently implemented on AUG and TCV.

The tokamak-agnostic layer contains a plasma state monitor, a supervisory

controller, an actuator manager and controllers (detail in 2.2). It is worth noting

that these components are tokamak independent in the sense that their layouts and

the communication between them (their connection signals) are defined in a general

way independent of the tokamak specific subsystems. However, their configuration

parameters may depend on the specifics of the tokamak, diagnostics and actuators, as

well as the control goals of a given discharge. These parameters are specified by the

user via the user interface (Fig. 1). For example, a feedforward controller is defined

with a general input-output interface like the other controllers (see Appendix A.4),

the feedforward power is however determined by the user and is indeed different for

each tokamak and plasma scenario.

2.1. Task-based vs. controller-based approach

A standard approach to develop an actuator manager is to directly link controllers

and actuators together. We refer to this as a controller-based approach, and this is the

paradigm followed e.g. in [2, 3]. In this approach, the user has to select an appropriate

set of controllers to be used in order to fulfil the general physics goals (the pulse

schedule). In general, the controllers are responsible for making high-level decisions
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Figure 1: Overview of a generic tokamak control system architecture: the tokamak
system and the plasma control system (PCS). The components in the PCS are split
into two layers: the interface layer, and the tokamak-agnostic layer. The latter is
tokamak independent and can be applied to different tokamaks.

on what they should do according to the plasma and actuator states. Therefore, they

often include detailed knowledge about the specific subsystems of a tokamak. The

actuator manager also needs to be aware of details of a particular controller in order

to assign relevant actuator resources w.r.t the controller requests. Thus, the actuator

manager and controllers built this way will be machine dependent.

The task-based approach we present here is based on the idea that, from the

physics goals of each discharge, one can directly distill a set of high-level control

tasks which are tokamak independent, such as β control, NTM control, H-mode entry

control, plasma shape control, etc. In the task-based approach, high-level decisions

on control tasks to be carried out are taken away from controllers and are made in a

separate supervisory layer, making them tokamak independent.

Thus, we are able to define a tokamak-agnostic layer or task layer in the PCS

(Fig. 1) which includes a plasma state monitor and supervisory controller, actuator

manager and controllers. In this work, we only focus on the development of the task

layer. Fig. 2 is a zoom of this layer with more details on the components as well
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Figure 2: Schematic block diagram of the tokamak-agnostic task layer of the PCS,
including supervisory controller, actuator manager and controllers

as on the signals propagating among them. These components are elaborated in the

following subsections, while their interfaces are studied in detail in Appendix A.

2.2. Details of the task layer (tokamak-agnostic layer)

The tokamak-agnostic layer or task layer, Fig. 2, includes the plasma state monitor

and supervisory controller; the actuator manager (AM) resource allocation and AM

interface; the task-to-controller mapping and controller-to-task mapping; and the

controllers. We call this the task layer since it specifically deals with the execution

of control tasks, without requiring information on features of controllers, diagnostics

and actuators (kind, functionality, etc.).

As inputs, the task layer receives the plasma state, the actuator state and limits

from the plasma and actuator state reconstruction; the parameter settings for all

components in the layer and the physics goals represented by the references, tasks,

and priority settings via the user interface. These signals serve to make high-level

decisions in the supervisory controller and to perform the AM resource allocation. As

outputs, the commands to the actuators are sent to the actuator interface in order to

convert these signals into the physical actuator commands.

Communication between the various components of this layer is performed using
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only task-based information, which requires an abstract representation of a task.

Specifically, a task is considered as an action that needs to be taken by some actuator

acting on the plasma. For example, a plasma current profile control task may require

a specific amount of power deposited at a given deposition location and with a given

direction of current drive from Heating and Current Drive (H&CD) actuators. A

density control task may ask for the opening of a gas valve with a specific flow rate, etc.

Nevertheless, we can generalize these requests for each task into the triplet (amplitude,

position, and type). In this way, amplitude can represent either a power amplitude,

gas flux amplitude, or pellet particle flux (injected particles per second), etc. Position

is the location of actuation in the plasma for heating and current drive purpose, or the

relative position of actuators (gas valves), etc. Type may be the direction for current

drive, or other information which allows the AM resource allocation to classify the

actuators that can fulfil the needs of each task. As a result, each actuator’s state and

capabilities also have to be parametrized in this generalized form. The actuators are

enumerated (i), i = 1, 2, 3, ... and their capacities are represented as ranges between

the minimum and maximum values of (amplitude, position, type) and an activation

signal for actuator state (on when it is capable of acting on the plasma, and off

when it is not). Note that all signals in the task layer, except for activation and task

parameter signals, are composed of such a triplet (amplitude, position, type). This

abstract representation can be extended for more components when we expand the

type of control tasks and actuators in the future work.

Inside the layer, the hierarchical architecture [3, 13, Sec. 2] is employed for the

component connection. Highlighted by the advantages of transparency and ease of

implementation, this architecture has been elaborated in various applications [7, 4, 6].

Here, we include the supervisory controller together with the actuator manager and

controllers as shown in Fig. 2. The detailed function of each component in the task

layer is described next.

• The plasma state monitor and supervisory controller computes the task priority

and task activation based on the plasma state, the actuator state and limits.
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Depending on the plasma evolution w.r.t. physics goals, the supervisory controller

decides how to continue the discharge by activating relevant tasks and giving them

appropriate priorities. It can change the references and task parameters according

to the pulse schedule settings. The cross-coupling between control tasks is also

taken into account by this supervisory level, e.g. the case when some control

tasks cannot be performed simultaneously. Details of the supervisory controller

within the scope of the generalized PCS architecture described in this paper are

discussed in [9].

• The AM resource allocation assigns resources (e.g. range of amplitude, position,

and type) to each activated task, by solving an optimization problem based on

resource limits, task priority and resource requests per task. Details are described

in Sec. Appendix A.1).

• The AM interface maps the resource commands from each control task to the

corresponding actuators while ensuring these commands are within the assigned

resources per task given by the AM resource allocation and within the actual

actuator limits.

• The task-to-controller mapping and controller-to-task mapping provide the

interface between the AM components and the controllers using the task-

controller mapping. The task-to-controller mapping distributes tasks and the

corresponding signals (activation, assigned resources and task parameters) to

the different controllers. Conversely, the controller-to-task mapping combines

all controller commands into commands per task for the AM interface, and all

controller requests into resource requests per task for the AM resource allocation.

Since multiple controllers can potentially fulfil the same task, the distribution of

tasks to controllers (by the supervisory controller) has to be such that one task is

assigned to one controller, in order to have a unique mapping between tasks and

controllers.

• The controllers receive their assigned resources (e.g. ranges of amplitude,

position, type) as well as plasma state information, and execute the (feedback)
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control laws for their tasks. They send out the controller commands per task

(commands of power amplitude, position, and type for the actuators) and the

controller requests per task (a range of power amplitude, position, and type

for the actuator manager). It is important to distinguish between these two

outputs of the controllers: the controller commands (after being limited by

the assigned resources) will be distributed to the actuators; while the resource

requests, without limits, will be communicated to the AM to be considered for

the actuator allocation in the following time step.

The controllers can be executed either in parallel or in sequence. The controllers

in the parallel group (Fig. 2, controllers 1 → n) handle parallel tasks, which are

mutually decoupled, meaning that these controllers can execute their control laws

independently from the other controllers. On the contrary, the controllers in the

sequential group (Fig. 2, controllers n + 1 → m) handle sequential tasks, which

need to be aware of the commands of the other tasks. Hence, these controllers need

to receive the commands of the other controllers so that they can compute their

own outputs. An example thereof is the LH-mode controller, which is discussed

in detail in Sec. 4.1. Note that the controllers interact only with the actuator

manager via the task-to-controller mapping and the controller-to-task mapping;

and there is no direct connection between controllers and the actuator systems.

This proposed interface makes it easy to add or remove tasks and controllers for each

discharge without changing the generic interface. The interfaces of various components

in this task layer are generally shown in Fig. 2 with main inputs and outputs. For

more details of these interfaces, see Appendix A.

To clarify the task and controller concepts that we proposed in this work, a

concrete example is discussed in Sec. 2.3 below.

2.3. Example of pulse schedule: tasks and controllers in a discharge

To illustrate the task-based approach described in the previous section, we present

an example of integrated control featuring several tasks and several controllers. The
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physics goal, defined by the pulse schedule, is to control the plasma performance

(e.g. plasma kinetic pressure β control) while maintaining an H-mode regime. In

other words, the physics goal is not only to drive plasma current and β to their

references, but simultaneously to ensure the total heating power is higher than the

critical threshold PLH to keep the plasma in H-mode. This threshold power is typically

determined via a scaling law [14]. Also, during the discharge, NTMs may appear, so

NTM control [15] is required to stabilize (or suppress) NTMs. It has been shown that

preventing an NTM by preemption is more efficient than stabilizing it [16, 17], so our

NTM control strategy will use a combination of both. The 2/1 and 3/2 NTMs (NTMs

at the q surfaces q = 2/1 and q = 3/2 respectively) are the most significant ones in

this example. Moreover in the worst case when the plasma is strongly destabilized,

leading to a disruption, disruption mitigation [18] must be considered.

According to the pulse schedule described above, several tasks can be defined.

These are listed in Table 1. The controllers capable of executing these tasks are

enumerated in Table 2, and mapping between tasks and controllers are defined in

Table 3. In order to avoid possible conflicts between controllers and between tasks, it

has to be ensured that each task is assigned to only one controller.

Task 1 β control
Task 2 2/1 NTM stabilization
Task 3 2/1 NTM preemption
Task 4 3/2 NTM stabilization
Task 5 3/2 NTM preemption
Task 6 H-mode
Task 7 Disruption mitigation

Table 1: Example of task list in a discharge

Controller 1 performance controller
Controller 2 NTM controller
Controller 3 LH-mode controller
Controller 4 disruption mitigation valve (DMV) controller

Table 2: Example of controller list
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Table 3: Task-controller mapping, linking the tasks in Table 1 and the controllers in
Table 2

At each PCS cycle time during the discharge, the supervisory controller will

generate activation signals and priorities for relevant tasks (Table 1) according to

priorities defined through the pulse schedule as well as the actual evolution of the

plasma and actuator states. The AM resource allocation will assign the resources to

the active tasks. The controllers will execute their control laws and send the commands

(indirectly) to the actuators to achieve their tasks.

Note here the crucial difference between the task-based approach and a controller-

based approach: in a controller-based approach, the NTM controller would have to

decide if preemption or stabilization should be performed, while with the task-based

approach, such a high-level decision is carried out by the supervisory controller and

actuator manager instead.

Note as well that despite this being a relatively simple example of β control in

H-mode, seven tasks and four controllers are needed, not to mention the actuators,

but the generic nature of the interfaces helps to maintain this manageable even with

more complicated cases.

3. First results on TCV

The proposed integrated control scheme has been tested and implemented on TCV.

For this purpose, it was implemented in Matlab/Simulink [19], from which C code was

generated for use on the TCV digital real-time control system [20], [21].

Two test scenarios are described in this section. In the first test, the physics goal
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is to stabilize a 2/1 NTM by Electron Cyclotron (EC) co-CD (current drive in the

same direction as the plasma current). In TCV, creation of the mode also requires

co-CD, but aimed at the center of the plasma [15, 17]. In the second test, β control is

demonstrated using EC power, while switching to the control of a 2/1 NTM when the

mode appears during the discharge. For both scenarios, only the power and injection

angle of the EC H&CD system are controlled while other actuators such as the ohmic

coils and gas valves are not considered.

3.1. First test: β control with NTM stabilization

In this test, the main goal of the discharge is to achieve β control and NTM

stabilization is also considered in order to keep the discharge from disrupting. A

central co-CD heating phase,(central co-CD), at the beginning of the discharge is used

to establish the plasma in an operational equilibrium and eventually trigger the mode,

before switching on β control and NTM stabilization tasks. For the NTM stabilization

task, (NTM2/1 stab), the NTM controller will move the assigned actuator(s) to the

target surface (e.g. surface q = 2) to stabilize the mode with full allocated power.

During the time when the EC deposition is changing from the current position to the

target, the NTM controller requests a lower power in order to limit perturbing the

plasma.

Three tasks are thus considered as well as three controllers: a feedforward, an

NTM and a performance controller [22]. These are listed in Table 4. Note that

NTM2/1 stab is activated only if a 2/1 mode is detected by the plasma state monitor.

task priority activation time (s) activation condition controller

central co-CD 0.2 [0.4, 0.55] feedforward
NTM2/1 stab 1 [0.5, 2.5] 2/1 NTM detection NTM
β control 0.8 [0.5, 2.5] performance

Table 4: TCV first test: table of tasks, controllers and the mapping between them

Two EC launchers ( indicated as L4 and L6) are available for the considered

tasks. Note that L4 and L6 have the same EC power supply, thus they always

have (approximately) the same power, and can not be controlled with different power
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commands. However, their deposition location can be different and changed in real-

time. This means that, if the higher priority task receives one (or both) of these

actuators, this task controls the powers of both of them, whereas the other task, if

it receives the remaining actuator, can only control the position of that actuator. As

a result, the power range of the assigned resource for the second task is fixed at the

actual power of the assigned actuators (i.e: Pminassigned = Pmaxassigned = Pactual).

The AM interface will also take this fact into account when distributing power to each

actuator.

Based on other experimental results on TCV, it is known that 2/1 NTMs can be

triggered with these two EC launchers [15, 17]. On the other hand, β control request

is fixed at [0, 1MW ] as the amplitude range for the EC power, the task can receive

both L4 and L6 (with maximum 0.5MW each) when available. These task activations

and priorities are managed in real-time by the supervisory controller.

In Fig. 3, the results of shot 58821 are presented. Initially, in the interval 1©-

2©, central co-CD is the only activated task, hence it has the highest priority and is

assigned both L4 and L6 (see Fig. 3a and b), after that it receives the lowest priority

due to the activation of NTM2/1 stab and β control. At 2©, and 6©, a 2/1 NTM is

detected, the supervisory controller sets the highest priority to NTM2/1 stab, and the

second-highest priority to β control. Accordingly, the AM resource allocation allocates

L4 to NTM2/1 stab and L6 to β control, and with nothing left for central co-CD. During

the phases without NTM, starting at 3©, β control always gets the highest priority

and thus is assigned both L4 and L6, given the high power request from this task

([0, 1MW ]).

Regarding the EC powers and launcher positions controlled by the two considered

controllers (Fig. 3c and e), in the interval 1©- 2©, maximum power of L4 and L6 as well

as the central position are required by central co-CD. During NTM2/1 stab, L4 power

is adapted by the NTM controller according to the distance between it and the target

(ρ (q = 2) ≈ 0.55). During the β control-only period, the central position and the

power of both launchers are decided by the performance controller. One can notice
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Figure 3: TCV shot 58821: result of integrated control experiment with three control
tasks and two EC actuators in TCV, showing a sequence of events: 1© central co-CD
is activated; 2© An NTM is coincidentally detected at the same time as activation of
β control. L4 is assigned to stabilize the mode and moved to the q = 2 surface. 3©
The NTM is stabilized and β control has the highest priority. 4© βref is decreased,
the power command reaches the actuator limits and β oscillates. 5© βref is increased,
β recovers and triggers an NTM at 6©. (a) Task priorities decided by the supervisory
controller. (b) Launcher allocation from the AM resource allocation, same legend as
(a). (c) Estimated real-time βrt vs βref . (d) EC powers of L4 and L6. (e) Launcher
L4 and L6 positions vs NTM position. ρ corresponding to q = 2 surface, same legend
as (d). (f) NTM freq spectrum shows the presence of the mode.

that the performance controller sends the high power request to the AM resource

allocation in order to get both launchers, but it can use lower power as commands

sent to these launchers ( in the interval 4©- 5©).
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It should be noted that in the presence of the NTM, β cannot reach the reference

since its available power is insufficient. Without NTM ( 3©- 4© and 5©- 6©), the real-

time β matches quite well the reference. However, during 4©- 5©, the real-time β

oscillates and cannot track the reference which is now so low that the lower limits of

the EC power are reached. After 5©, the β reference increases again, so that successful

control can again be achieved. The higher β however triggers an NTM at 6©, which

is again detected and handled by the system.

3.2. Second test: β control in L and H-mode

The main objective of this test is to make the plasma β to track a reference trajectory,

both in L and H-mode regimes. To implement this, both parallel tasks (feedforward

FF control and β control) and sequential tasks (the LH-mode tasks: be in L-mode and

be in H-mode) are required. The β control task is accomplished by feedback controlling

the power of some actuators based on the tracking error. The be in L-mode task and

the be in H-mode task (see Appendix B for details) are alternatively active during

the discharge. These LH-mode tasks are accomplished by constraining the total input

power to the plasma to a maximum/minimum in order to keep it below/above the LH

transition threshold respectively. If the total power required by the other control tasks

is already within the specified limits by the LH-mode tasks, then no change to the

power is requested. Otherwise, the be in H-mode task will request additional power

in order to reach its threshold, and the be in L-mode task will request to subtract the

exceeding power.

This example serves to illustrate clearly the difference between parallel and

sequential tasks (see Sec. 2.2 for details). The LH-mode tasks are sequential since

their commands depend on the commands of all the other controllers, hence they are

executed (sequentially) after the others. The other tasks are parallel, since they do

not depend on each other and can be executed independently.

The considered tasks and controllers in this test are listed in Table 5. In this

discharge, three EC launchers L7, L8 and L9 and one NBI are available with different
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power limits described in Table 6.

task priority activation time (s) controller

FF control 0.45 [0.6, 0.7] feedforward
β control 0.6 [0.7, 1.8] performance
be in L-mode 0.8 [0, 0.9] & [1.3, 1.8]

LH-mode
be in H-mode 1 [0.9, 1.3]

Table 5: TCV second test: table of tasks, controllers and the mapping between them

actuator kind name power limits [MW]

EC
L7 [0.1, 0.5]
L8 [0.1, 0.2]
L9 [0.1, 0.5]

NBI NBI [0.05, 1.05]

Table 6: TCV second test: available actuators and their power limits

Fig. 4 shows the results of shot 62441. The be in H-mode task is active in the

interval 3©- 6©, and the be in L-mode task is active during the rest of the discharge.

At first, FF control (feedforward) is activated ( 1©- 2©) and is assigned L9. Then from

2© until the end of the discharge, β control is switched on and FF control is switched

off. The NBI is assigned to β control thanks to its high reliability, but it only fires

0.1s later for some technical reasons that will be discussed later. Since this is not

known to the controller, the integrator term in the β controller continues integrating

the error, eventually causing an overshoot on β when the NBI fires (Fig. 4c). The

control of β is then regained and β is decreased to reach the reference. The power of

L9, when not in use, is asked to decrease to its minimum, but then the corresponding

gyrotron trips and is unavailable for the rest of the discharge. When the be in H-mode

task is active at 3©, the LH-mode controller compensates the missing power in order

to bring the plasma to H-mode and to remain in H-mode during 3©- 4©. Consequently

in this interval, β can not reach the low reference which is unachievable in H-mode.

During 4©- 5©, β matches very well the reference in H-mode. In the interval 5©- 6©,

the situation is similar to the phase 3©- 4© when the β reference is again decreased,

the heating power is thus decreased to the threshold which maintains the plasma in

H-mode. At 6©, the be in L-mode task is activated again, the β controller can freely
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Figure 4: TCV shot 62441: result of an integrated control experiment with four
control tasks and four actuators in TCV, showing a sequence of events: 1© FF control
is activated and is assigned L9; 2© β control is on and FF control is off. β control is
assigned NBI. NBI switches on some time later and the reference β is reached after an
overshoot. 3© be in H-mode is active. LH-mode controller puts more power to NBI
to go to and maintain H-mode. 4© βref is increased, the power command for NBI
increases accordingly and β reaches the reference in H-mode. 5© βref is decreased,
but since the plasma should still stay in H-mode phase, NBI power is decreased but
still higher than the limit PLHHmode, β decreases but can not reach the reference. 6©
the be in L-mode is active, the NBI power can decrease and β reaches the reference
in L-mode. (a) Task priorities decided by the supervisory controller. (b) Actuator
availability. (c) Estimated real-time β vs βref and plasma density ne showing the L
and H-mode transition. (d) Power commands from each task. (e) Readback power
from actuators.

decrease the NBI power and β tracks very well the reference in L-mode.

Note that we have not aligned the time evolution of the β references with the
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L- and H-mode phases on purpose, to test the supervisory controller, the actuator

manager and the sequential tasks. Therefore when a low β is requested but the be in

H-mode task is still active with a higher priority, the system is forced to provide the

lowest power while staying in H-mode, as expected.

Via these examples, we have shown that the supervisory controller and actuator

manager can adequately manage tasks and allocate actuators in a proper way.

Note in particular that the successful test of generic sequential tasks, which is a

first demonstration to our knowledge. All scenarios were executed using the same

architecture (Fig.1) but with different configuration parameters of the pulse schedule

(number of tasks and controllers). We stress that the time-behavior of the controllers

was not programmed. The time-evolution in the experiments is solely a result of the

high-level specification of the objectives of the discharge, and the automated actions

of the control system. This also means that all necessary knowledge of the plasma

state and actuator states need to be available in RT. For example in the second test,

the starting time for the NBI was set before the shot by the NBI operator to 0.8s, but

allowed to be controlled by the RT-system over the whole shot. Therefore the actuator

manager received the information that NBI was available before it was actually the

case. This is why NBI started only at 0.8s although it was requested before. This will

be corrected for future experiments, but illustrates well the degree of integration of all

the systems that need to be obtained and included in the overall RT control strategy.

In the following section, the scheme will be applied to the more complex actuator

set of ITER.

4. Integrated control test scenario and simulation for ITER

In order to further illustrate the capabilities of the integrated control scheme proposed

in this paper, it is applied to a simulation of the ITER control system. This system is

chosen due to the complexity of its actuator systems [23] and the necessity to handle a

multitude of tasks simultaneously. In this section, we describe a test scenario for ITER

and make some assumptions for the actuator system for the sake of simplicity. This
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simulation does not include any model of the plasma, instead, the task activation from

the supervisory controller will be specified by hand, mimicking a likely evolution of the

plasma, in order to demonstrate that the AM resource allocation can appropriately

allocate the actuator resources to relevant tasks in such a case.

4.1. Description of the test scenario

In this test scenario for ITER, we aim at simultaneous control of β and q-profile in an

H-mode regime with NTM stabilization at different q surfaces (q = 2/1 and q = 3/2).

A sawtooth control (at q = 1 surface) is also considered since long period sawtooth can

readily destabilize NTMs [24]. In this example, a fixed power onto the target surface

is desired for sawtooth control; thus this task is considered functionally equivalent to

NTM preemption at the q = 1 surface and is handled by the same controller, now

referred to as MHD controller.

A sequential task be in H-mode ( or H-mode, see Appendix B) is also active during

the discharge. This task ensures that the total power injected in the plasma is larger

than a threshold power PLH (fixed at 52MW for this example) which is needed to

bring and maintain the plasma in H-mode.

All considered tasks and their activation times are listed in Table 7. To fulfil these

tasks, three controllers are employed: an MHD controller, a performance controller,

and an LH-mode controller. The corresponding task-controller mapping is also shown

in Table 7.

Task index task name priority activation time (s) controller

1 NTM2/1 stab 1 [2.5, 3.5] and [5, 7]
MHD2 NTM3/2 stab 0.8 [2, 4] and [6, 7.5]

3 sawtooth control 0.2 [1.5, 8.5]
4 q-profile control 0.6 [1.2, 8]

performance
5 β control 0.5 [1, 8.3]
6 H-mode 0.15 [0.1, 10] LH-mode

Table 7: Task list of the ITER test

For simplicity, we assume constant resource requests from each task (specified

in Table 8). Their resource requests, which are sent to the AM resource allocation,
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Task index Request index Preq (MW ) ρreq icdreq

1 1 [6, 10] [0.5, 0.6] [0.5, 1]
2 2 [3, 5] [0.3, 0.4] [0.5, 1]
3 3 [1, 5] [0.1, 0.2] [0.5, 1]

4
4 [1, 4] [0, 0.2] [−1, −0.5]
5 [5, 8] [0, 0.2] [0.5, 1]

5 6 [10, 15] [0, 1] [−1, 1]
6 7 [0, 0] [0, 1] [−1, 1]

Table 8: Controllers, tasks and fixed requests of ITER test

consist of a range of requested power Preq, normalized position ρreq and type icdreq.

This last quantity allows us to classify the current drive effect of each actuator, as

follows:

• icd ∈ [0.2, 1]: Co-current

• icd ∈ [−1,−0.2]: Counter-current

• icd ∈ (−0.2, 0.2): Heating

4.2. Assumptions on actuator and controller systems

Of the approximately 20 actuators that will eventually be connected to the ITER

PCS, we will consider here only the Electron Cyclotron (EC), Ion Cyclotron (IC)

and Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) heating and current drive systems. We propose

the following simplifying assumptions on the actuator systems for the purpose of this

illustration (though the proposed solution is equally applicable to the full system):

• The EC actuators are grouped into 4 EC groups which deliver the total power of

20MW into the plasma:

– 1 Equatorial Launcher (EC EL) with 3 mirrors is split into 2 groups: the first

group has 1 mirror for counter-CD (CD in the opposite direction from the

plasma current), named -1EC EL (-1 stands for counter-CD); and the second

group has 2 mirrors for co-CD, named +1EC EL (+1 stands for co-CD).

– 4 Upper Launchers (EC UL) with 2 mirrors of each launcher for off-axis

co-CD are split into 2 groups of +1EC UL.
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– The EC system has in total 24 gyrotrons (power supply) of about 0.83MW

each (effective power delivered to the plasma). In this example, we assume

fixed connections between gyrotrons and launchers such that each EC group

connects to 6 gyrotrons and thus can deliver 5MW into the plasma. This is

a simplification with respect to the real situation, whereby some gyrotrons

can connect to 2 mirrors and some others to 3 mirrors (detail in [25]).

• The IC system, for central heating purpose, has 2 antennas which deliver 20MW

into the plasma, thus 10MW max per antenna.

• The NBI system has 2 sources of 16.5MW each, which inject current in the co-

current direction as well as heating the plasma.. The NBI power can be only on

or off (PNBI ∈ {0, 16.5MW}) and the deposition location, which is assumed to

be near the center in this scenario, cannot be changed.

Notice that all actuators can in principle be assigned to any considered tasks.

However, NTM stabilization and sawtooth control is proved more efficient using co-

ECCD [26], [24]. Consequently, only co-ECCD will be used for the tasks performed

by the MHD controller and all others are marked as excluded actuators.

In this test, all controllers (except for the H-mode controller) give a command

equal to the maximum assigned power from the AM resource allocation. The H-mode

task computes its required additional power Appendix B (which may be zero if the

other controllers already request sufficient power).

The results of actuator allocation for this test case are shown in Sec. 4.3. In this

test scenario we consider only a 200s period during the H-mode flat-top for simplicity.

First, we show a result for the normal case when all actuators work perfectly as

intended. In the second example, we demonstrate the system’s ability to compensate

for to the loss of one NBI source during the discharge.

4.3. ITER test results

Fig. 5 presents the result for the first test: the prescribed time-varying task priorities

(top panel) and computed actuator allocation for each task (middle panel) are shown.
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Figure 5: ITER test scenario 1. Time-varying task priorities are prescribed and shown
in (top). Corresponding actuator allocation, computed by the actuator management
for each task (middle). Power across the separatrix Ploss, (assumed equal to the input
power here), and H-mode task power command (bottom). 1© H-mode is activated,
power is increased to the level required for H-mode. 2© β control is activated; 3© q-
profile control is activated; 4© sawtooth control is activated; 5© a 3/2 NTM is detected,
various actuators are assigned to suppressing it; 6© a 2/1 NTM is detected, actuators
are re-prioritized the higher-priority task of suppressing it; 7© 2/1 NTM is stabilized;
8© 3/2 NTM is stabilized, all actuators returned to regular control tasks; 9© q-profile

control is turned off; 10© β control is turned off; 11© sawtooth control is turned off,
H-mode task is the only active task and it ensures the total injected power remains
above the threshold.
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As can be seen in the top panel, H-mode is enabled for the whole discharge ( 1©).

This task requests sufficient heating power to stay above the power threshold (Fig. 5,

bottom, see Appendix B for the computation of PLoss), but this is necessary only at

the very beginning and the end of the discharge when it is the only active task. For

this purpose, it receives actuators 7, 8 at the beginning and actuators 3, 7 at the end.

After a small amount of time, β control and q-profile control are also activated ( 2© and

3©) and are assigned their actuators. In particular q-profile control, which requires

both co-CD and counter-CD, is assigned actuators 8 and 1, which have this opposite

current drive capability. β control is given actuator 7 which fully satisfies its requests.

NTM2/1 stab, NTM3/2 stab and sawtooth control share three co-ECCD actuators 2, 3

and 4. NTM2/1 stab, which has the highest priority when a 2/1 NTM is detected

( 6©), gets two EC actuators; while NTM3/2 stab and sawtooth control receive one

actuator each ( 5© and 4©). sawtooth control gets nothing if the 2/1 and 3/2 NTMs

happen at the same time, since it has a lower priority.

The second test, Fig. 6, shows the case when actuator 8, the second NBI, which

was being used for q-profile control, suddenly trips (12©, black stripe, middle panel).

Immediately, a new actuator allocation is calculated for q-profile control, β control

as well as for H-mode to again satisfy all their requests. The actuator 7 is given to

q-profile control to replace the role of the tripped actuator 8, thus both IC actuators

5 and 6 are allocated to β control, and finally more actuators are assigned to H-mode

at the end of the discharge than the previous case (Fig. 5) to fulfil this task.

5. Conclusion

A generic architecture for task-based integrated plasma control is developed in this

work. Using a task-based approach for integrated control, we have built a task layer

composed of a supervisory controller, an actuator manager and controllers, which is

completely tokamak-agnostic. As a consequence, the proposed task layer can be widely

and easily applied to different tokamaks. The developed supervisory controller and

actuator manager can deal with the actuator sharing issue for multiple plasma control
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Figure 6: ITER test with a tripped NBI source: Task priority and actuator allocation
for each task with its corresponding color 1©-11© same as Fig. 5; 12© second NBI trips

tasks in the same discharge. This work has shown the design, implementation and

experimental demonstration of actuator management for integrated control. Generic,

standardized interfaces between the various components were developed. The scheme

has been implemented in TCV and successfully used in experiments. Simulations for

ITER confirm the ability to systematically and dynamically allocate shared actuators

to simultaneously active tasks of the proposed work also for large amounts of actuators

and tasks.
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Figure A1: AM resource allocation inputs and outputs including signal names and
sizes corresponding to the H&CD control cases discussed in this paper.

In the future, the actuator allocation algorithm will be improved based on [3]

to minimize the computation time when the number of control tasks and actuator

constraints is larger, as in the full ITER case. We also aim to extend the developed

scheme to other tokamaks, in particular those where plasma monitoring, actuator

sharing and integrated control are crucial to fulfil operational requirements.

Appendix A. Task layer components and interfaces

In this section the components of the task layer are described in more detail, also

clarifying the interface of each component in Fig. 2. We present the various interfaces

composed of AM resource allocation, AM interface, controllers, task-to-controller

mapping, and controller-to-task mapping components, while the plasma state monitor

and supervisory controller interface is elaborated in [9]. Each interface is presented

with its inputs and outputs, the meaning and their associated signal types and sizes.

Appendix A.1. Actuator Manager resource allocation

In this subsection, we describe in detail the AM resource allocation algorithm and its

interfaces Fig. A1.
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Inputs

• previous actuator allocation: the result of actuator allocation (refer to AM

resource allocation outputs) at the previous time step. It allows the AM resource

allocation algorithm to skip new computation if the previous solution still fully

satisfies the requirement at the actual time step.

• task priority, defined by the supervisory controller, represents the normalized

priority (values between [0, 1]) of each considered task. Disabled tasks have

priority 0. Using a hierarchical approach, to avoid ambiguity in allocating

actuators to tasks, the supervisory controller has to ensure that active tasks never

have the same priority value.

• actuator states represent the present state of each actuator including the

activation signal and the triplet of (actual amplitude, position and type).

Specifically, the amplitude gives absolute values in the appropriate unit; the

radial position is normalized values (e.g.∈ [0, 1]), and if we consider the heating

and current drive actuators, the type is the direction of current drive (in the

range [−1, 1], negative value is for counter-current, positive value for co-current

and value near 0 for heating). These states come from the local actuator control

system and diagnostics via the plasma and actuator state reconstruction in the

interface layer.

• actuator limits give the operational limits (min-max) per actuator, for each state

of (amplitude, position and type). They may be ranges of power, position or

direction for H&CD actuators, or the range of amplitude for gas valves, etc.

Other important information such as the maximum rates of changing of actuator

output, delays and bandwidth of the actuator can also be considered. These

limits are given by the local actuator control system.

• resource requests per task are the requests for actuation resources (again specified

by the range of amplitude, position and type) ideally needed to execute each

task. In case where the range is not critical for some requests, a full range

is given; for example, the β control task is insensitive to whether an H&CD
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actuator also performs co- or counter-current drive, so the requested type range

is [−1, 1]. The resource requests per task form the main requirement that the AM

resource allocation has to attempt to satisfy within the limits of actuators and

the constraints of the global physics goals.

• parameters for optimal algorithm and task settings include pre-defined settings

for the AM resource allocation optimization algorithm (such as the cost function

weights), as well as some specific settings for tasks (such as preferred or excluded

actuators). These parameters come from the pulse schedule via the user interface.

Outputs

• actuator allocation represents the optimal choice of assigned resources per task,

as determined by the allocation algorithm. The signal specifies which actuators

are assigned to each task, and which are not (true or false respectively). An

actuator is only assigned to one task. Some active tasks can receive nothing if

there are not enough actuators.

• assigned resources per task give the limits of resources allocated to each task

(range of power, position and type per task). The assigned resource limits

are computed from the actuator allocation solution and the actual limits of the

actuators; for example the lower power limit is the minimum power of all assigned

actuators to a task, and the upper power limit is the sum of their maximum

powers; while the limits of position and type are the largest common range of

all assigned actuator limits. The assigned resources must either fully (i.e. the

assigned resources covers the maximum of the request) or partially (i.e. the

assigned resources only covers the minimum but not the maximum of the request)

satisfy the resource requests per task, otherwise, nothing is given.

Algorithm for actuator allocation The actuator allocation algorithm is the core of the

Actuator Management resource allocation block. It determines the optimal actuator

allocation for all the control tasks while considering the actuator availability and limits.
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The underlying principles of the algorithm, which is inspired by earlier works [2, 3],

are described in Fig. A2.

Figure A2: Algorithm for actuator allocation in the AM resource allocation

In the present implementation, a quasi-brute-force method is used, whereby the

cost function is evaluated for all possible allocation options that partially or fully

satisfy the resource requests. After all active tasks have been considered, the best

allocation is chosen as the one with the lowest cost. The cost function includes the

task priorities, a penalty cost for activating actuators, a penalty cost for switching

from one task to another, and a penalty cost for moving actuators to new positions.

Furthermore, a term is added to promote a solution satisfying as many tasks as possible

as well minimizing the number of used actuators.

The algorithm allows additional requirements for actuators to be specified, such

as as preferred actuators and excluded actuators for specific tasks (due to technical

constraints or practical purposes). The algorithm removes excluded actuators from the

available actuator lists of these relevant tasks and tries to allocate first the preferred

actuators if they are still available. These requirements are pre-set by the user. The

present algorithm was sufficient for the first tests described in this paper, but we

highlight that it can be replaced by e.g. a Mixed Integer Programming algorithm as in

[3], which may be more efficient for large numbers of tasks, actuators and constraints.
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Figure A3: AM interface inputs and outputs including signal names and sizes

Appendix A.2. AM interface

The AM interface (Fig. A3) merges the commands per task into commands to the

actuators. This component receives the task priority from the supervisory controller,

assigned resources from the AM resource allocation and commands per task from the

controllers. It uses this information to map the controller commands from each task

(specified as amplitude, position and type) into the commands for each actuator, and

send them to the actuator interface in the interface layer. In previous works [3], this

component was referred to as the Low-level Actuator Manager but we have changed

this name for increased clarity.

Inputs Some inputs are the same as the AM resource allocation inputs and outputs

(see Appendix A.1), the others are specified hereafter

• commands per task contains commands from the controllers, specified terms of

the triplet (amplitude, range, type).

• AM interface params include pre-set parameters for AM interface from the pulse

schedule.

Output
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• commands to actuators are the effective amplitude, position and type for each

individual actuator. This signal is sent to the actuator interface in order to be

converted into the inputs of the actuator systems.

Appendix A.3. Task-to-controller interface

The inputs and outputs of the task-to-controller mapping and controller-to-task

mapping components are shown in Fig. 2. These components act as an interface layer

between the controllers and the task layer. The task-to-controller mapping functions

as a filter to distribute tasks per controller, following the mapping similarly defined in

Table 3. On the contrary, an inverse mapping of Table 3 allows the controller-to-task

mapping to group all controller outputs into task-dependent signals.

Appendix A.4. Controller interface

The generic interface of the controllers (Fig. A4) is elaborated in this subsection.

This interface allows to integrate various controllers into the proposed scheme in a

standardized way and facilitates the addition of new controllers or replacement of

existing ones.

Figure A4: Generic controller inputs and outputs including signal names and sizes

Inputs
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• controller activation is the activation signal for this controller.

• task activation is the activation signal for all tasks associated with this controller.

• assigned resources are the resources assigned to each task that is handled by this

controller. This signal comes from the AM resource allocation via the task-to-

controller mapping (see Appendix A.1).

• plasma state is the full representation of the plasma state (such as q-profile, β,

Te profile, shape, etc.). This input is necessary to execute the (feedback) control

laws. To be generic, all controllers receive the same plasma state information and

they can each extract the information they require.

• actuator state is the representation of the combination states (e.g. range of

amplitude, position and type) of assigned actuators.

• control params per task are all parameters of the concerned tasks, including

references, and task parameters (such as controller gains per task, etc.). They are

defined in the pulse schedule and can be modified in real-time by the supervisory

controller based on rules provided by the pulse schedule when necessary.

Outputs

• controller commands are the commands of each controller for each task in terms

of the resources, within the limit of the assigned resources, represented (per task)

by the triplet signals of amplitude, position and type. This is sent to the actuators

via the controller-to-task mapping and AM interface.

• controller requests are the requests (e.g. range of amplitude, position and type)

of each controller for the given tasks, sent to the the AM resource allocation (see

Appendix A.1) via the controller-to-task mapping for the next time step.

This controller interface applies to the parallel controllers (see controller structure

in Sec. 2.2, controller bullet). For the sequential controllers, the extra input other

controller commands must be considered. The controller requests of the sequential

controllers are not taken into account. In fact, the sequential tasks do not need a

resource allocation specifically dedicated to them, because their commands, which aim
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to compensate the commands of the other controllers so-that the sequential tasks are

achieved, should not be limited by the assigned resources and can also be negative.

The commands of the sequential tasks will be distributed directly to the relevant

actuators via the AM interface.

The sequential task with the highest priority (as determined by the supervisory

controller) is the last to be executed, meaning it has the final decision on the total

commands sent to the AM interface. Therefore, the other controller commands

input of the sequential controller number m will include the commands of all parallel

controllers, as well and those of the sequential controllers numbered 1 to (m− 1).

Appendix B. Details of the be in H-mode task

It is necessary to discuss further details about the be in H-mode task as an example

of sequential tasks since its commands depend on the power commanded of the other

controllers. Its mission is to ensure that the loss power PLoss (or the total plasma

heating power) is higher than a critical threshold PLH . The threshold power of H-

mode depends on the plasma state (e.g. plasma density, plasma size, magnetic field,

etc.) and on whether the plasma is currently in H-mode or L-mode. Hence, this value

is given to the LH-mode controller as a time varying task parameter by the supervisory

controller. In [14] some threshold power estimations for ITER are proposed, however

in the demonstrative example in Sec. 4, it is fixed at PLH = 52MW . The loss power

PLoss has to include the total auxiliary power Paux (= PNBI + PIC + PEC ) and

the radiation power Pα in case of fusion reaction. The latter is related to the total

auxiliary power Paux by a non-linear factor Q [27], such that:

PLoss = Paux + Pα =

(
1 +

Q

5

)
Paux (B.1)

For the sake of simplicity, we propose a linearized relation between Q and

PEC [MW ] based on different values of HH, the factor represents any confinement

improvement or degradation, in Fig. 1 in [27] (three lines corresponding to HH = 0.75,

0.85 and 1), such that:

Q = ζ (HH)PEC + ξ (HH) (B.2)
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for three cases in the Table B1.

HH ζ ξ

1 −0.14 10 without NTM
0.85 −0.10 7 with 3/2 NTM
0.75 −0.07 4.7 with 2/1 NTM

Table B1: Parameters for linearized Q factor

In case of two or more NTM appearances at the same time, the lowest Q value is

taken into account.

Finally a low-pass filter is applied to PLoss in order to simulate the effect of the

energy confinement time on the rate of change of PLoss whenever Paux changes or an

NTM appears. The time constant of the filter is considered equal to the expected

thermal energy confinement time on ITER (tconfinement = 3.5s).
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